


Ergonomics

Full I&E

Do you manage the planning of I&E systems? AUCOPLAN

offers you an easy way for successful realization of this task.

A unique concept for orderly editing is hidden behind the tried

and tested "Control Centres", the solution for distinct work

with tables and for processing mass data. Depending on the

task in question, they offer the optimum view of the basic

data. With the control centres, the engineering staff has the

possibility to efficiently process both the plant structure to be

generated and the entire world of functions, of device, strip

and cable editing as well as the wiring with the utmost clarity.

Alphanumeric and graphic editing are available on an equal

footing and in a consistent manner.
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Evolution in Functions - Revolution

in Operation

A comprehensive data model is the basis for a broad

integration of all tasks from the acquisition of process

engineering data via the complete I&E hardware

planning and wiring to the creation of the function

diagram.

With AUCOPLAN these demands can be met, as

proved by the millions of planned and documented

I&E tags of our customers - and that despite the

fact that there are no two projects alike! The most

varying customizing states and multifarious fields

of application of AUCOPLAN speak for themselves:

with AUCOPLAN you decide in favour of the

certainty to be able to combine your engineering

know-how with a leading CAE system.

Moreover, we make it easy for you to set up a special

adaptation: The representation of the tables and

masks is user defined; attributes of the database can

be renamed, added and removed any time according

to the wishes of the user. In this way AUCOPLAN

as a complete CAE system stands out favourably

against half-finished systems that burden the user

with database development tools.

Highlights



Openness as a Principle

The usefulness of an I&E planning software essentially depends

on the possibility to be integrated into the existing IT

environment of your enterprise. The uncompromising openness

of the system ascertains your flexibility in project planning.

When modelling your method of operation, you are not

restricted but supported in the continuation of your previous

working practice. AUCOPLAN has been designed from the

start as a software tool meant to be integrated so that the data

exchange with upstream, parallel and downstream software

products (e.g. INTERGRAPH-PDS, SAP R/3, etc.) works in

a safe and controlled manner.

SAP Integration

With its Communication Framework (CF), AUCOTEC offers

universal integration of AUCOPLAN with SAP R/3. The CF

is independent of release status and can be adjusted to the

Company workflow by means of a Basic script.

The standard features:

● Bi-directional adjustment of material master data

● Adjustment of materials and/or order parts lists

● Creation and linking of document info sets for entire CAE

projects or individual documents

● Reciprocal processing of I&E tags (CAE) and technical

places (SAP)

CF is based on the current SAP technologies (RFC, BAPI,

IDoc) as well as on COM.

Principle: Freedom for the User

AUCOPLAN reflects your personal style. All of the information

is always up to date, i.e. it is up to you whether you prefer to

work directly in the graphic or the tabular representation. You

can start working with AUCOPLAN immediately because

standard documents, output formats, symbols and master data

are supplied. Of course all these elements can be modelled

individually according to your specifications. Thus full

integration into your company processes is ensured.

Openness, Integration, SAP






